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Abstract

In this paper, we present a hierarchical algorithm to register a partial fingerprint against a full
fingerprint using only the orientation fields. In the first level, we shortlist possible locations for
registering the partial fingerprint in the full fingerprint using a normalized correlation measure,
taking various rotations into account. As a second level, on those candidate locations, we calcu-
late three other similarity measures. We then perform score fusion for all the estimated similarity
scores to locate the final registration. By registering a partial fingerprint against a full finger-
print, we can reduce the search space of the minutiae set in the full fingerprint, thereby improving
the result of partial fingerprint identification, particularly for poor quality latent fingerprints. We
report the rank identification improvements of two minutiae-based automated identification sys-
tems on the NIST-SD27 database when we use our hierarchical registration as a pre-alignment.
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1. Introduction1

Any impression made by the friction ridge skin of the human finger is generally termed as2

fingerprint. Fingerprints which are revealed using some chemical or optical processing from a3

crime scene are called latent fingerprints. These are unintentionally left fingerprints found in the4

crime scenes. In the realm of forensic analysis (criminology), the use of latent fingerprints is a5

routine procedure to identify suspects. Such practice has been followed for over a century now,6

and has most of the time proven to be pertinent in identifying the suspects. Consequently, the7

identity of an individual established on the basis of fingerprints is accepted by law enforcement8

agencies [1] [2].9
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Fingerprints are also widely used in civilian biometric recognition applications such as au-10

thentication, passport controls, biometric based digital identity, etc. Since the fingerprint is one11

of the oldest biometric traits, many techniques have been proposed in the literature for fingerprint12

recognition. It is comparatively a mature biometric trait compared against face, iris, voice, etc.13

Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS) are widely used for fingerprint recognition14

in both forensic as well as commercial domains. Most AFIS currently use two prominent ridge15

characteristics (called minutiae) namely ridge-endings and bifurcations. The minutia-based de-16

cision is accepted as a proof of identity legally by courts in almost all countries around the17

world [1] [2].18

In general, depending on the nature of the feature used by matching algorithms, fingerprint19

matching can be broadly classified into correlation-based matching, minutiae-based matching20

and non-minutiae feature-based matching. In correlation-based matching, gray scale fingerprint21

images of both input and reference are superimposed and pixel correlations are computed be-22

tween them. In minutiae-based matching, minutiae stored as sets of points are compared using23

point pattern matching algorithms. In non-minutiae feature-based matching, other features of24

fingerprints such as orientation fields, frequency maps, ridge shapes, texture information etc, are25

used for matching the input and the reference [2].26

Irrespective of the core methodology used for fingerprint matching, the alignment between27

the input and the reference fingerprint is a crucial step. This is because the fingerprint images28

captured in different instances might have different rotation, translation or non-linear deformation29

between them. The main objective of fingerprint alignment is to estimate the transformation30

parameters between input and reference fingerprints.31

The most widely used alignment method is based on minutiae. The main idea behind minutiae-32

based alignment is to search in the space of transformation parameters to find an optimal trans-33

formation with the maximum number of matched minutiae between the input and the reference.34

One such methodology is based on the generalized Hough transform [3]. The main disadvan-35

tage for such technique is the inaccuracy in the transformation estimation due to discretization36

of the parameters space. Other approaches could be to use brute force to check for all possible37

correspondences between minutiae pairs. There exists some alignment techniques that augment38

minutiae with other supplementary features such as ridge information, orientation fields around39

a small neighborhood of minutiae, geometric relationships between minutiae and its neighbors,40

etc.41

Alignment of full fingerprints is a well studied problem. But these methods are limited in42

alignment accuracy due to quantization of transformation parameters, or are not adapted for the43

partial fingerprint scenario. Partial fingerprints can arise in a number of situations, for exam-44

ple [4][5]: latent fingerprints lifted from crime scenes, due to small size of the fingerprint cap-45

turing devices, or an already enrolled fingerprint has noisy regions and is left only with a partial46

good/recognizable region for identification. The performance of the existing partial fingerprint47

identification systems mainly depends on the image quality, the number of minutiae available and48

other derived and extended features that can be obtained from the partial fingerprint region. Var-49

ious approaches in partial fingerprint identification [5] include: the use of localized secondary50

features derived from relative minutia information [4], using representative points along ridge51

lines in addition to minutiae [6] and use of Level-3 features such as dots and incipients [7].52

Most fingerprint matching algorithms in general assume approximately the same size of the53

minutiae set between the query and the reference minutiae for good identification accuracy [4].54

It is nevertheless frequent in some scenarios to have very different sizes between query and refer-55

ence due to the situations discussed above. Trying to align a partial fingerprint to a full fingerprint56
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only based on minutiae features could lead to errors. Law enforcement agencies employ AFIS57

to shortlist the suspects from its criminal database (exemplar / tenprint fingerprints). In such a58

scenario, it is crucial that the performance accuracy of AFIS is as good as possible. Latent fin-59

gerprints inherently are of poor quality, which leads to poor identification accuracy of AFIS in60

the latent scenario as compared to full fingerprint identification.61

To evaluate the performance of feature extraction and matching techniques of commercial62

AFIS, NIST has conducted a multi-phase open project called Evaluation of Latent Fingerprint63

Technologies (ELFT) [8]. In Phase-I of ELFT, the best performing system reported a Rank-64

1 identification accuracy of 80% in which 100 latents were compared against 10, 000 rolled65

prints [9]. In Phase-II, Evaluation-1, the best performing system reported a Rank-1 identification66

accuracy of 97.2% in which 835 latents were compared against 100, 000 rolled prints [10], and67

in Phase-II, Evaluation-2, the best performing system reported a Rank-1 identification accuracy68

of only 63.4% in which 1, 114 latents were compared against 100, 000 rolled prints [11]. The69

reported accuracies from Phase-I and Phase-II cannot be directly compared as the database and70

the quality of the latents were different. In [12], it is concluded that only a limited class of71

latents benefits from automated procedures, and the manual procedures of marking the minutiae,72

determining the subjective quality of latents, etc still need to be carried out.73

In this paper, we focus on the problem of aligning a partial fingerprint against a full finger-74

print, especially of poor quality latents. Instead of minutiae, we used orientation fields (OF) to75

perform the alignment. We reduce fingerprint images to orientation images, and we look at the76

alignment problem as registering the partial fingerprint orientation image into the full fingerprint77

orientation image. Image registration is the process of overlaying (geometrically align) images78

of the same scene acquired in different time, different viewpoints and from different sensors [13].79

Image registration is broadly classified into area-based and feature-based registration. We80

used area-based registration in our work. The OF representing the flow of ridges is a relatively81

stable global feature of fingerprint images, and it represents the intrinsic nature of the fingerprint.82

The representative OF of a fingerprint is very less affected by the type of capture device, contrast83

variations, and other quality effects compared to the input image or the minutiae. To improve the84

rank identification accuracy of minutiae-based matching, we consider only the minutiae around85

the region where the partial fingerprint orientation image is registered in the full fingerprint. This86

thereby reduces the search space of minutiae in the full fingerprint to approximately the size87

of partial fingerprint minutiae set, and consequently improves the performance of the minutiae-88

based matcher. A preliminary version of this work [14] [15] used correlation-based registration.89

Here we extent that work by incorporating a hierarchical registration method.90

The main contributions of this work are as follows:91

1. New correlation-based hierarchical registration method for orientation images to register a92

partial fingerprint in a full fingerprint.93

2. Experimental exploration of various types of orientation field generation methods adequate94

for the registration.95

3. Experimental demonstration of the performance improvement of minutiae-based match-96

ing by incorporating our registration algorithm to reduce the search space of minutiae in97

full fingerprints. In particular, our algorithm significantly improves the rank identification98

accuracy for poor quality latents (Bad and Ugly category) of NIST-SD27 database using99

NIST-Bozorth3 and MCC-SDK minutiae-based matchers.100

In the following sections, we review related works on fingerprint orientation field based reg-101

istration, describe the database used in our experiments, the similarity measures used in our102
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algorithm, followed by a detailed description of the proposed algorithm, experiments, results103

and conclusion.104

2. Related works105

In this section, we review the orientation field based fingerprint registration techniques in the106

literature, and its applicability in registering partial fingerprint images. A basic implementation107

of orientation-image registration requires computing the similarity between the input orientation108

image and the reference orientation image for every possible transformation considered between109

them (e.g., rotation and translation) [2]. Table 1 summarizes various techniques in the literature110

for orientation field based fingerprint registration together with their limitations for partial fin-111

gerprint registration.112

113

Liu et al. [16] uses Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) as the similarity measure between114

orientation images to perform fingerprint registration. They align fingerprint images by maxi-115

mizing NMI between the input and reference orientation images under different transformations.116

This technique is not suitable in aligning a partial fingerprint against full fingerprint as reported117

in [16]. In this approach, for good alignment, the size of input and reference orientation images118

should be almost of similar size. Another drawback in this technique is the necessity of enough119

samples of reference fingerprints to correctly estimate the distribution of the orientation field,120

otherwise it leads to incorrect alignment. Both of these scenarios are not pertinent in forensic121

fingerprint identification.122

123

Nilsson and Bigun [17] focus on registering the fingerprints by complex filtering and by 1D124

projections of orientation images. Given the orientation images of the fingerprints represented as125

complex orientation fields, they first use specific complex filters to locate singular points (core126

and delta) in the fingerprint. Once these singular points are located in both input and reference127

orientation images, transformation parameters (rotation and translation) are estimated by super-128

imposing the singular points. Another technique studied in [17] is 1D projections of orientation129

images. In this method, the fingerprint image is decomposed into 6 equally spaced directions130

called orientation images, and a Radon transformation is used to compute 1D projections of131

these orientation images (called radiograms). A translation parameter is estimated between a132

pair of radiograms from input and reference belonging to the same projection angle by a cor-133

relation measure. When utilizing this method, it is already assumed that the rotation alignment134

between input and reference is negligible or is already corrected. These techniques cannot be135

adapted to register partial fingerprints because singular points are not always guaranteed in par-136

tial fingerprint, and the area of overlap between input and reference is often small.137

138

Yager and Amin [18] [19] explore three types of orientation field registration techniques139

summarized as follows:140

1. Distinctive Local Orientations (DLO): This approach mainly depends on distinctive pat-141

terns in the orientation field called singular points (core and delta). This is similar to the142

work in [17] except for the technique to locate the singular points.143

2. Generalized Hough Transform (GHT): In this approach, the space of all possible transfor-144

mation parameters is discretized and analyzed for the best transformation.145
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Method Core technique
Limitations to partial fingerprint
registration / latent scenario

Liu et al. [16]

Maximize the Normalized Mutual
Information between input and ref-
erence OF images

1) Needs large area overlaps
2) More reference sample required
to correctly estimate OF distribu-
tion

Nilsson and Bigun [17] 1) Singular point (SP) detection
2) 1D radiograms

1) SP not guaranteed in partial or la-
tent fingerprints
2) Quantized projection angles, and
require large area overlaps

Yager and Amin [18] [19]
1) Distinctive Local Orientations
2) Generalized Hough Transform
3) Steepest Descent

1) SP not guaranteed in partial or la-
tent fingerprints
2) Needs large area overlaps

Table 1: Summary of orientation field based fingerprint registration techniques in the literature together with their limi-
tations to be applied for partial fingerprint registration.

3. Steepest Descent (SD): Starting with some initial parameters, this algorithm evaluates a146

cost function. It then evaluates a sample of local neighborhood in the parameter space and147

selects the parameters that give greatest descent in the cost. This procedure is repeated148

until a local minimum has been found.149

It is reported in [18] that both GHT and S D do not perform well when the area of overlap150

between the input and reference is small, similar to the case using NMI [16]. So, both GHT and151

S D are not suitable for partial fingerprint registration. Moreover, DLO looks for singular points,152

and it is not assured that a partial fingerprint will have singular point in it. So, all the orienta-153

tion field registration techniques proposed in the literature are not suitable for partial fingerprint154

registration, and cannot be quickly adapted to this scenario.155

3. Database156

NIST Special Database 27 (NIST-SD27) [20] is a publicly available forensic fingerprint157

database which comprises of 258 latent fingerprint images, its matching tenprint images and158

their minutiae sets. The NIST-SD27 minutia set database is classified into two [20] [21]: 1)159

ideal, and 2) matched minutiae sets. The ideal minutiae set for latents was manually extracted160

by a forensic examiner without any prior knowledge of its corresponding tenprint image. The161

ideal minutiae set for tenprints was initially extracted using an AFIS, and then these minutiae162

were manually validated by at least two forensic examiners. The matched minutiae set contains163

those minutiae which are in common between the latent and its mated tenprint image. There164

is a one-to-one correspondence in the minutiae between the latent and its mate in the matched165

minutia set. This ground truth (matched minutiae set) was established manually by a forensic166

examiner looking at the images and the ideal minutiae.167

The NIST-SD27 database consists of latent fingerprint images of varying quality. Each im-168

age is of 800 × 768 pixels in size and has been scanned at 500 pixels per inch (ppi) as a gray169

scale image. It already contains a classification of the latent fingerprints based on the subjective170

quality of the image into Good, Bad and Ugly, containing 88, 85 and 85 fingerprints respectively171

determined by the forensic examiner. The average number of minutiae for Good, Bad and Ugly172
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(a) Good (b) Bad (c) Ugly

Figure 1: Subjective quality classification of latent fingerprint images in NIST-SD27 database.

category latents are 32, 18 and 12 respectively. Fig. 1 shows sample images from the NIST-173

SD27 database which belong to Good, Bad and Ugly quality categories respectively. In [22], it is174

shown that there is a correlation between this subjective quality classification and the matching175

performance.176

4. Similarity measures177

In this section, we introduce various similarity measures that are used in our hierarchical178

registration algorithm.179

Let U and V be discrete images of the same size, represented as a 2D array where the array180

elements may represent values of gray pixel (zero-order tensors), color pixel (first-order tensors)181

or local directions (second-order tensors).182

The Schwarz inequality:
|〈U,V〉|
‖U‖ × ‖V‖

≤ 1 (1)

holds for U and V [23, Chapter 3]. Here, 〈U,V〉 is the inner product between U and V calculated
as :

〈U,V〉 =
∑
r,c

U(r, c)∗ · V(r, c) (2)

where r, c are the indices, U(r, c)∗ is the complex conjugate of U(r, c), and ‖U‖ and ‖V‖ are the183

L2 norms of U and V respectively.184

185

The L2 norm ‖U‖ is calculated as:

‖U‖ =

∑
r,c

U(r, c)∗ · U(r, c)

1/2

(3)

and similarly for ‖V‖.186
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The normalized correlation between U and V, referred to as Schwarz Similarity (S S ) here-
after is defined as:

S S (U,V) =
|〈U,V〉|
‖U‖ × ‖V‖

(4)

Because of Eq. (1), the interval for S S (U,V) is in the range [0, 1]. By calculating S S as187

a similarity measure, we can locate a given pattern (a small image) in a large image. When188

S S (U,V) is 1, then both U and V are viewed as most similar patterns, and when S S (U,V) is 0,189

they are least similar [23].190

Assuming U and V represent local directions (second-order tensors) in the range [−90◦,+90◦),
we define the Manhattan-based Similarity MS (U,V) as

MS (U,V) = cos

 1
N

∑
r,c

(
∆U,V

r,c

) (5)

and Euclidean-based Similarity ES (U,V) as

ES (U,V) = cos


 1

N

∑
r,c

(
∆U,V

r,c

)2
1/2 (6)

where
∆U,V

r,c = min (|U(r, c) − V(r, c)|, 180 − |U(r, c) − V(r, c)|) (7)

which takes values in the range [0,+90◦) and N is the size in pixels of U or V (U and V are of191

same size). Because of Eq. (7), the value of MS and ES will be in the range [0, 1].192

193

The Consistency Similarity CS (U,V) (which was proposed in [24]) is defined as

CS (U,V) =
1
N

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∑r,c ei2(U(r,c)−V(r,c))

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (8)

where i is the complex number
√
−1, and |z| compute the magnitude of complex number z. The194

consistency similarity CS averages the unit vector whose phase is doubled orientation difference,195

and the value is in the range [0, 1].196

All the similarity measures S S ,MS , ES and CS are in the normalized range [0, 1] and these197

measures can be fused directly.198

5. Algorithm199

The algorithm to register the orientation field of the latent fingerprint with that of the tenprint200

fingerprint is achieved in two hierarchical levels. In the first level, we perform the normalized201

correlation between the OF of latent and tenprint for various rotation alignments in the range202

[−45◦,+45◦] with 1◦ increments. We then shortlist the correlation peaks for each rotation. These203

peaks are the possible target locations for registration.204

We observed that deciding the target location only based on the normalized correlation score205

does not always yield satisfactory results. Therefore, a second level, on these candidate locations,206

we calculate MS , ES and CS similarity measures between the latent centered at the peak location207
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in the tenprint. The final registration location is chosen from the candidate locations as the one208

that maximizes the mean similarity between S S ,MS , ES and CS . This gives better registration209

accuracies than deciding only based on S S . In the following section we describe this approach210

in more detail.211

5.1. Level 1 : Normalized correlation212

Step 1: Generate the orientation field L for the latent fingerprint and T for the tenprint fin-213

gerprint as detailed in Section 6. The orientations are obtained for 16× 16 block sizes, and are in214

the range [−90◦,+90◦). Fig. 2(a), Fig. 2(b) shows the OF reconstructed from the minutiae set of215

latent and tenprint respectively. The expected outcome of the registration algorithm is to locate216

the minutiae region shown in Fig. 2(c).217

218

Step 2: For each subregion T̄s of T̄ that is of the same size as L̄ located at a position indexed
by s, we can find the inner product between L̄ and T̄s as follows:

〈L̄, T̄s〉 =
∑
r,c

L̄(r, c)∗ · T̄s(r, c) (9)

where L̄ = ei2θL , T̄ = ei2θT , i =
√
−1, θL and θT are the orientation angles of L and T respectively219

obtained from Step 1. L̄ is the smallest rectangular region that covers the latent minutiae.220

221

Step 3: Rotate L in the range [−45◦,+45◦] with a step size ∆θ of 1◦ to compensate for rotation222

alignment to generate L̄θ. A geometric rotation of ∆θ implies a related rotation of the tensor field223

of 2∆θ.224

The correlation is obtained by generating 〈L̄θ, T̄s〉 for all locations s in T̄ . The result of this225

operation is a complex image. We then observe the correlation peaks for all θ (magnitude of the226

complex image). Fig. 2(d), Fig. 2(e), Fig. 2(f) shows the magnitude of the correlation images of227

L̄−35◦ , L̄+1◦ and L̄+35◦ with T̄ respectively.228

229

Step 4: For each θ from the correlated result, find the location of the peak sθ = (rθm, c
θ
m),230

i.e, the location with maximum magnitude in the correlated image. The peak in the correlated231

image is where L̄θ agrees the most in T̄ . S = {(rθm, c
θ
m)} is the set containing the coordinates of232

the correlation peaks for all θ.233

234

Step 5: For all orientations θ, calculate S S (L̄θ, T̄ m
s ), where T̄ m

s is the subregion in T̄ whose235

center is sθ = (rθm, c
θ
m). S S is the normalized correlation measure as defined in Eq. (4).236

The correlation and normalized correlation are essentially equivalent in the scenario where θL237

and θT are not estimated from gray pixel gradients but reconstructed from minutiae orientations.238

Consequently the orientation tensors ei2θL and ei2θT are complex numbers falling on a unit circle.239

So, the magnitude of the orientation tensors thus obtained are always 1.240

241

5.2. Level 2: Fusion of similarity scores242

Step 6: For each sθ = (rθm, c
θ
m) ∈ S , calculate MS (L̄θ, T̄ m

s ), ES (L̄θ, T̄ m
s ) and CS (L̄θ, T̄ m

s ) as243

defined in Eq. (5), Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) respectively.244

245
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Figure 2: Various stages in the registration algorithm shown on G028L1 (latent) and G028T1 (tenprint) of NIST-SD27.
(a) and (b) are the orientation field (OF) reconstructed from the ideal minutiae set, with the minutiae plotted over the
OF. (c) is the region in the tenprint that is to be found after registration of (a) into (b). (d), (e) and (f) are the correlation
peaks when the latent is rotated at −35◦, 1◦ and +35◦ respectively and correlated with tenprint. (g) is the region where
the latent pattern is identified in the tenprint based on the proposed score fusion for rotation alignment of +1 degree. (h)
is the minutiae region selected by our pre-alignment algorithm.
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Step 7: S S ,MS , ES and CS are all similarity scores in the range [0, 1], where 0 denotes min-246

imum similarity and 1 denotes maximum similarity. We perform score fusion of S S ,MS , ES and247

CS based on the mean rule, and look for the sθ = (rθm, c
θ
m) ∈ S for which the fused similarity248

score is maximum.249

250

Step 8: The resulting (rθm, c
θ
m) is the location in the tenprint where the latent rotated at θ is251

registered with best alignment (see Fig. 2(g)). The center of the latent L is registered to (rθm, c
θ
m) in252

tenprint T , and with a radius half the diagonal length of the bounding box of the latent orientation253

field, a subset of minutiae which falls inside this circular region is chosen (see Fig. 2(h)).254

6. Types of Orientation Fields estimation techniques255

In this study, we have used five different techniques for computing the orientation field of the256

fingerprints:257

1. Manually estimated orientation field from the fingerprint image [25] (MANUAL OF).258

2. Orientation field estimated directly from fingerprint image using local Fourier analysis [26],259

and then performing context based correction of the OF using dictionary lookup of orien-260

tation patches [25] (DICT OF).261

3. Orientation field estimated directly from the fingerprint image using gradient based ap-262

proach [27] (IMG OF).263

4. Orientation field reconstructed from the minutiae [28] (MINU OF).264

5. Orientation field estimated by taking the average of both of IMG OF and MINU OF,265

denoted as AVG OF.266

Out of these five different techniques, MANUAL OF and DICT OF were used for latent267

fingerprints, whereas DICT OF, IMG OF, MINU OF and AVG OF were used for tenprints.268

All the OF estimated were of 16 × 16 block size. The region of interest for the fingerprint is269

considered to be the region inside the convex hull of the corresponding ideal minutiae of the270

fingerprint present in NIST-SD27.271

7. Experiments272

We perform experiments on Good, Bad and Ugly quality classifications of NIST-SD27 to re-273

port the accuracy of the proposed registration algorithm. 88 latents of Good category, 85 latents274

of Bad category and 85 latents of Ugly category were searched in the entire set of 258 tenprints275

in the NIST-SD27 database. We report the rank identification accuracy for two publicly avail-276

able minutiae based matchers, namely NIST-Bozorth3 [29] and Minutia Cylinder-Code (MCC)277

SDK [30] [31] [32] [33] before and after incorporating our proposed hierarchical registration278

algorithm as a pre-registration before the identification.279

When reporting the rank identification accuracies, for Good quality, there are 88 match scores280

and 88×257 non-match scores, for Bad and Ugly qualities, there are 85 match scores and 85×257281

non-match scores respectively. When we report the rank identification accuracy for the entire282

NIST-SD27 database (All category), then there are 258 match scores and 258 × 257 non-match283

scores.284

NIST-Bozorth3 is a minutiae based fingerprint matcher that is specially developed to deal285

with latent fingerprints. This matcher is part of the NIST Biometric Image Software (NBIS) [29],286
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developed by NIST. MCC-SDK is a well known minutiae matcher more adapted to good quality287

fingerprints with reasonable number of minutiae in both query and reference templates. Both288

NIST-Bozorth3 and MCC-SDK are publicly available. We show the performance accuracy of289

the matcher using Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves.290

7.1. Experiment 1: Choosing the best orientation field for tenprints291
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Minutiae generated OF (MINU_OF)

Dictionary based OF (DICT_OF)

Average of Image and Minutiae generated OF (AVG_OF)

Figure 3: CMC curve showing the rank identification rate of NIST-Bozorth3 for NIST-SD27 when different types of OF
estimation techniques were used for the tenprints, with MANUAL OF for latents, when applying the proposed OF-based
pre-alignment.

Fig. 3 shows the CMC curve of the NIST-Bozorth3 matcher when using MANUAL OF292

for latent against various other OF estimation techniques for tenprints while performing pre-293

registration using our proposed hierarchical method. We can observe that the rank identification294

accuracy has a consistent improvement when AVG OF is used for tenprints.295

Based on this result, we have chosen AVG OF as the orientation field for tenprints in remain-296

ing experiments reported here.297

7.2. Experiment 2: Pre-Registration298

In this experiment, we perform pre-registration using our registration algorithm to reduce299

the minutiae search space of the tenprint minutiae set, and then use the reduced minutiae set300

template as the reference template for the matcher. We used NIST-Bozorth3 and MCC-SDK as301

the minutiae-based matchers.302

For latents, MANUAL OF and DICT OF were used, and for the tenprints, we used AVG OF303

to report the rank identification accuracies in this experiment. We also analyze separately the304

performance of the matcher using correlation only based registration and using hierarchical reg-305

istration.306
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Figure 4: Performance of NIST-Bozorth3 when using MANUAL OF for latents

7.2.1. NIST-Bozorth3307

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the CMC curve of NIST-Bozorth3 for two different registration levels308

when MANUAL OF and DICT OF is used for latents respectively.309

Fig. 4(a) shows the rank identification accuracy of NIST-Bozorth3 when correlation based310

registration (Level 1) of our algorithm is used as pre-registration, and also without using pre-311

registration (MANUAL OF for latents). We see a significant and consistent improvement in312

the rank identification accuracy for all the quality categories when incorporating the proposed313

pre-registration.314

Fig. 4(b) shows the rank identification accuracy of NIST-Bozorth3 when hierarchical reg-315

istration (Level 2) of our algorithm is used as pre-registration with MANUAL OF for latents.316

Here, we notice a consistent improvement in the CMC curve for all subjective quality categories317

compared to the correlation based registration. Especially there is a significant improvement for318

both Bad and Ugly quality categories.319

Quality Bozorth3 Bozorth3 Bozorth3
DIRECT(%) L1(%) L2(%)

All 68.60 77.52 78.29
Good 77.27 85.23 86.36
Bad 60.00 70.59 72.94
Ugly 68.24 76.47 75.29

Table 2: Rank-1 identification for NIST-Bozorth3 with correlation based pre-registration and hierarchical registration
when MANUAL OF is used for latents.

Table 2 summarizes the Rank-1 identification accuracy of NIST-Bozorth3 for both correlation320

based registration and hierarchical registration when MANUAL OF is used for latents. The321

column DIRECT represents the Rank-1 identification accuracy of NIST-Bozorth3 when no pre-322

registration is applied to the minutiae set. Column L1 and L2 represent the Rank-1 identification323
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Figure 5: Performance of NIST-Bozorth3 when using DICT OF for latents
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Figure 6: Performance of MCC-SDK when using MANUAL OF for latents

accuracy for correlation based registration (Level 1) and hierarchical based registration (Level 2)324

respectively.325

Similarly, Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) shows the rank identification accuracy of NIST-Bozorth3326

when correlation based pre-registration and hierarchical pre-registration were applied using DICT OF327

for the latents. Table 3 summarizes the Rank-1 identification accuracy in this case. Similar re-328

sults compared to using MANUAL OF for the latents are also obtained here when considering329

DICT OF. This proves the robustness of the DICT OF method for obtaining a reliable OF even330

with very difficult latents and the feasibility of our method as a fully automatic tool.331
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Quality Bozorth3 Bozorth3 Bozorth3
DIRECT(%) L1(%) L2(%)

All 68.60 74.42 75.19
Good 77.27 84.09 85.23
Bad 60.00 68.24 68.24
Ugly 68.24 70.59 71.76

Table 3: Rank-1 identification for NIST-Bozorth3 with correlation based pre-registration and hierarchical registration
when DICT OF is used for latents.

7.2.2. MCC-SDK332

Fig. 6 shows the CMC curve of MCC-SDK for the two registration levels considered when333

MANUAL OF is used for latents. Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) show the rank identification accuracy of334

MCC-SDK when correlation based pre-registration and hierarchical pre-registration were applied335

respectively. Table 4 summarizes the Rank-1 identification accuracy in this case. The overall336

Rank-1 accuracy improved from 78.3% to 79.4% when incorporating Level 1 pre-registration,337

and to 79.4% when hierarchical based pre-registration (Level 2) is incorporated. Even though338

the improvement is small, it is consistent and increases for Bad and Ugly quality categories when339

we look beyond Rank-1.340

Quality MCC-SDK MCC-SDK MCC-SDK
DIRECT(%) with L1(%) L2(%)

All 78.29 79.46 79.46
Good 96.59 93.18 97.73
Bad 72.94 76.47 75.29
Ugly 64.71 68.24 64.71

Table 4: Rank-1 identification for MCC-SDK with correlation based pre-registration and hierarchical registration when
MANUAL OF is used for latents.

7.3. Experiment 3: Parameters - Rotation step size, Radius341

In this experiment, we tried study the quantization step for rotation alignment (Step 3 in342

Algorithm) as well as the best radius of the circular region (Step 8 in Algorithm) to generate343

the subset of minutiae from the tenprint minutiae set. We used MANUAL OF for the latents,344

AVG OF for tenprints and performed hierarchical registration on NIST-Bozorth3 matcher.345

From Fig. 7(a) we can observe that when we use a step size (X-axis) for the rotation equal346

to 1◦, we obtain the best performance in terms of rank identification accuracy (Y-axis). We347

looked at the Rank-5 identified accuracy of the NIST-SD27 database (All category) to evaluate348

the performance, and looked at the step size varying from 1◦ to 25◦. Also interestingly, the349

performance is not very much degraded with large steps, which can justify the use of large steps350

in some scenarios when computation speed is prioritized.351

With 1◦ as the step size, we studied the effect of the radius of the circular region. We observe352

that the optimal radius is obtained by using a scale factor of 0.7 on the length of the diagonal for353

the bounding box. Fig. 7(b) shows the Rank-5 accuracy for various scales of the radius ranging354

from 0.6 to 1.4 scale factor in X-axis and the corresponding Rank-5 accuracy in Y-axis.355
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Figure 7: Finding the optimal value for rotation step size and radius scales using NIST-Bozorth3 matcher.

Quality NIST-Bozorth3 NIST-Bozorth3 MCC-SDK MCC-SDK
DIRECT(%) with L2(%) DIRECT(%) with L2(%)

All 68.60 78.29 78.29 80.62
Good 77.27 85.23 96.59 95.45
Bad 60.00 75.29 72.84 80.00
Ugly 68.24 74.12 64.71 65.88

Table 5: Rank-1 identification for NIST-Bozorth3 and MCC-SDK with optimal parameters.

7.4. Experiment 4: Best result obtained356

With the optimal parameters estimated from our experiments, we have obtained the best357

performance boost for the matchers when using the hierarchical registration as a pre-registration.358

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) shows the CMC curve for both NIST-Bozorth3 and MCC-SDK with the359

optimal parameters with the hierarchical pre-registration. MANUAL OF was used for latents360

and AVG OF was used for tenprints. Table 5 summarizes the Rank-1 identification accuracy of361

NIST-Bozorth3 and MCC-SDK for the optimal parameters (rotation step size with 1◦ and radius362

scale factor of 0.7).363

Using our registration algorithm as a pre-registration, we were able to boost the overall364

Rank-1 identification accuracy from 68.60% to 78.29% for NIST-Bozorth3, and from 78.29%365

to 80.62% for MCC-SDK. In other regions of the CMC curve the improvement is even higher.366

8. Conclusions367

We have proposed an orientation field based registration algorithm for partial fingerprints.368

When we use our hierarchical registration algorithm as a pre-registration stage and reduce the369

search space of minutiae in the tenprint minutiae set, we were able to significantly boost the370

performance of two popular minutiae matchers using challenging and realistic data. The main371
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Figure 8: CMC curve of NIST-Bozorth3 and MCC-SDK with the optimal parameters.

objective of our research was to improve the rank identification accuracy for poor quality latents,372

and we were able to obtain consistent and significant improvement for both Bad and Ugly quality373

category of latents from NIST-SD27.374

Upon studying various orientation field estimation techniques for fingerprints to be used in375

our registration, we have noticed that the best representative orientation field for tenprints was376

obtained by avergaing a gradient based orientation field estimated from the fingerprint image and377

the orientation field reconstructed from the minutiae set. This gave the best performance. For378

latents, we studied two types of orientation fields corresponding to two different scenarios: with379

manual intervention and fully automated procedure. We obtained the best performance while380

using manually extracted orientation field for latents, and also a significant improvement with381

automated dictionary-based orientation field estimation.382

We also observed that for a large quantization step in the rotation alignment, we have not383

degraded the performance very much, and while matching, we have reduced the size of the384

minutiae search space in the tenprint to good extent which accounts for overall efficiency of our385

proposed method. Also, we have established the feasibility of our method as a fully automatic386

tool.387
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